
Dear Jerry, 	 8/23/96 
1 

If I knew which f teee 222ires you ueght be playful.; eith _di-haps i might 
help a bit more. given keep you fr()e barning yourself. 

Uhat you say about the new ecople in the JPIC archive net being able to locate 

what would bi,fe those who eere therd when .1 worked in it is not really a surprise. 
I've tried to warn the 4.'113 people that this sitch to computerization as :t in,e 
being dono with present such problems, eepecially to those of us who worked in 

those records before computers. 

However,4 recollection was correct. The transcripts) youWant are with 
t all of them and they are all paged. I enclose what ' lid in a file in my office 

(I can it safely go to the basement to get the transcript tO copy for you and there 
may be more than the transcript there, I do not rexemember) on this nutty psychittric 
exaeination that was limited  to what the Cod ssion fed its experts. I had an 
occasion early yoftre ago to send that first page and what is between the other two 
pages to a high school lad, verpright, who as of ey last knowledge managed four 
o% more division on the Lucas film empire. The other pages I've not read. I just 
copied them for you in the event they can be o/ use. The printed pages you can 
keep. I've two of them. 40A journal of Foremsic Science. 

Jet having read tho.:e two pages 4' did not notice they are the same. Bjfh in 

event you want to send them one. 
There may have been other discussion of that silliness than the pages of 

which I made copies, but the transcript y_awn.nt begins on Bard 6; Paul page 
7626 and the names you asked for are at the bottom of tat page. 

If you make any use of that phony shrinkery you will hurt your reputation. 
as an eeemple of what those nuts did not "evaluate" look at Whitexaqh beginning 
abbut page 120 on the acteolity of hie polit s. They were trying to phony up a 
ehony case and in the end abandenned it. l{/ Yle4"fla 4.1.4/0-41( 

Beet to Walter and his family. Uevor net yours. 



Harold: I still am getting nowhere 
with the JFK-assassination peoVe at 
the Ntl. Archives. I wrote to the woman 
you suggested. The claim is that 
there was no session with the three 
criminal fychiatrIists -- yet you and 
both know that a session was held, I 
believe in July, 1964. One informed the 
WC investigators that Oswald must have 
been thinJe—ing of his mother and his 
estri,angedpouse when he pulled the triggeyr, 
Have youfhother suggestion as 	to how- 
1 can ge t 	'those three names? 

Jerome Agel J4- 
•"16.4 .̀  
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